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Bible dictionary phoneky

Do you know what a meteorite is, or what scientists mean when they talk about chilled substances? Our set of scientific terms explains the meaning of some of the most common scientific ideas. arts and entertainment books RD.COM each independently selected editing product, although we may be compensating or getting an affiliate commission if you buy something through our links. Associated newspapers/ Shutterstockknow the
nearest dictionary of a single language in English as the alphabetical table. Produced by a man named Robert Kadri in 1604, it contains about 3,000 words. He did not give definitions as much as synonyms; This is how you get to add new words to the dictionary. Dimitri Elagin/ Shutterstockcan be surprised to find out what is the most complex word in English, that is, the word with the largest number of separate definitions. And, well,
there are actually a few answers. The current winner is technically a collection, and it's held the title since 1989. In that edition of the Oxford English Dictionary, the word... Wait for it... 430 separate definitions. But in the next (printed) edition of OED, scheduled for 2037, there will be a new word more complex in English, and a new hero. According to the editors, the word run has now collected 645 separate meanings... For the form of
action alone! It is amazing to think that a three-letter word can carry a lot of meaning. Berna Namoglu/ShutterstockMove more, anti-disdisestablishmentarianism! The longest English word that appears in dictionaries is pneumonomicroscopicultrasilicovolcanoiosis, the name of lung disease. It has 45 characters according to Mexico, this word was actually created for a fun poke in a long, excessively technical medical terminology. But the
mastermind behind the word hasn't seen anything yet. Another much longer word is actually the longest in English with 189,819 characters – another scientific term. It's a protein name called petite. It will take 12 full pages to write each character, so, understandably, you choose to delete dictionaries. GlebSStock/ShutterstockYes, 28 anti-disdisestabmentarianism characters do not get their own address. It is considered the longest
undrafted, non-technical word in most dictionaries. Admittedly, it's not in common use today, as it was created to refer to the Church of England in the 19th century. But another word worth yelling according to my sense, incomprehensible, in 21 characters, has been named the longest word in common use. Turn your curious mind to find out these facts about every single letter of the alphabet - although you may not have room in your
memory for all antidisestabmentarianism. kuzmaphoto/ShutterstockThis is one of quirkier tales about creating Dictionary! William Chester Jr. was a Civil War veteran suffering from serious paranoid schizophrenia after experiencing the horrors of war. Specifically, he had frequent nightmares that there was an intruder in his room. One night in 1872, a minor shot what he was sure was an intruder - it turned out to be an innocent
bystander, and the youngest had killed him. Minor confessed to the murder, explained what made him do it, and was committed to Asylum. Mad at Broadmoor while imprisoned at the shelter, Minor began contributing to the mail volunteer system in the Oxford English Dictionary, and sent words to the dictionary editor, James Murray. Murray found that the minor (who did not know he was in a shelter!) was one of the most productive
contributors and by far one of the most valuable contributors. The two men will eventually meet nearly 20 years after their correspondence began. I wonder what those early contributors have thought of the funniest words added to this decade's dictionary! Casimiro PT/ShutterstockAt end each year, you'll probably see a few lists of the funniest, most surprising, and most slang y words that were added to the dictionary that year. But
such lists contain only a few selected by some of the more than 1000 added to the dictionary every year! In 2020, for example, Miriam Webster added 550 words during the first session in April, and will announce more during the second session. Of course, these additions are compensated by dictionary words that are extinct, for better or for worse. Stephen Orsillo/ShutterstockDictionary editors are the only human, so they don't make
mistakes! Perhaps the most famous dictionary error of all time is dord, the word crook. While editors were collecting words for webster's new international dictionary in 1934, a shortcut card accidentally ended up in a pile of word cards. (The plan was to keep shortcuts and words separate.) The abbreviation was D or D, capital or small D shorter for density. But since it ended up in the word pile, it was printed in the dictionary as Dord,
meaning density. But no harm done, but no one noticed the error for five years! Sony Herdiana/ShutterstockIf sounds like it would be almost impossible for dictionary editors to remember every single word solitary, and you're right. When the first edition of the Oxford English Dictionary was first, in 1888, it missed the word bondmaid - and forgot to include it for 50 years! An old term (until then) for a enslaved girl, bondmaid was in
common use in the sixteenth century and derived from biblical translation. You may find it remarkable that it took until the 1933 edition of bondmaid to appear in the end, until you learn that it actually took 50 years to graduate the second edition. Bodnar Taras/ ShutterstockIn plus the famous dord, there are quite a few other fake words that ended up in the dictionary. Two of these were derived from poems. One like that. Who appeared
in Richard Paul Goodrell's Philology on English in 1820, was a phantom. While it sounds like a pro fan base for a kind of ghost creature, it's actually a word that comes from the odyssey's epic poem. Odysseus travels to the underworld and offers presentations to the phantom nations of the dead. Another word, re-trebin, came from a poem by Richard Savage. (It was actually red ripening, describing strawberries.) Goodell included that
one in his compilation as well. These corrupt poets, how dare they be creative with the use of language! The poet Oleg Krugliak/Selstocks wrote a poem entitled Memorizin'Mo, about a man who memorized the dictionary. (We don't know who has accomplished this achievement in real life.) He appeared in his 1981 poem Set Light in the Attic. Unlike the dictionary, the poem is very short. The full poem says: Save mo dictionary but just
can't seem to find a job or anyone who wants to marry someone saves the dictionary. Yes, it's a bit of a downer! Apart from marriage, here in RD.com we will find someone who saves the dictionary to be a candidate for the dream job! Meanwhile, perhaps one of these funny mistakes in famous literary works will cheer you up. IMG_191/ShutterstockOf all the words that mingled with other words, and their meanings were diluted over
time, dictionary.com declared one of the most misused ever. Any guesses? The irony of their argument is that the word is not used almost correctly, you will often hear it to mean something funny, accidental or unexpected. And although it can describe something that is any of those qualities, it must be funny, unexpected, etc. because it is exactly the opposite of what you would expect. So it's a more accurate word than its popularity
suggests - yet there are still a lot of real funny examples of sarcasm that give you a good idea of what you really mean. Historia/ Shutterstock color and color. Program and program. Catalog and catalog. Why does the British spelling seem to have these extra letters? Shortly after the Revolutionary War, pro-independence Noah Webster insisted that America, officially her country, should have a distinct way of spelling about the British.
That's why Britons and Americans spell color differently. It was believed that many British satire were overly delicate and stuffed with redundant characters. So he wrote an article in 1789 arguing that Americans would have been an outspoken betrayal if they were not quite on board with satire reform. Years later, in 1806, he published a Compendious English dictionary, in which many Of the American satire that we still use today
appeared. However, not all the changes proposed by Webster have become a reality. According to Fox, Americans wanted to spell the tongue as Tong! anmbph/ShutterstockWhy dictionary editors sometimes include deliberately To surround the trespassers on copyright! Although copyright infringements aren't the only ones having fun with them – there's a clever way for dictionary editors to prank each other. In addition to dictionaries,
other resource publications such as encyclopedias and maps throw in a fake word (or fact, or place), largely on purpose. If the dictionary (or encyclopedia, or map) of another company, later produced, contains that fake, cultivated trap, bingo! Scammers know that ace trick was stealing their work, instead of assembling and searching the words themselves. In the most famous example of this, the new Oxford American Dictionary
slipped the unreal word esquivalience in their 2005 edition. If and ha, esquivalience appeared, with its fictitious definition, on dictionary.com. (He's gone now.) Maradon 333/ShutterstockThe message that starts with the lowest number of words in English is not particularly surprising: it's X! It still starts a good 400 words in the current Oxford English Dictionary. But when good old Noah Webster first produced his Compendious Dictionary
for English, the number of words listed starting with X was a total of... One! (It was, of all, xebec, which describes a three-mast ship from the Mediterranean.) Sources: British Library, Robert Cowdrey Alphabetical Table Mexico, pneumonoultramicroscopicsilicovolcanoconiosisgrammar, 14 of the longest words in EnglishDark Atlas, how the Oxford English Dictionary moved from the deadly pet project to the Internet dictionary Miriam
Webster, we added new words to the dictionary for April 2020his language on the language, PhantomnationWattpad.com, light in the dictionary.com, is sarcasm the most offensive word in English? Vox.com, why Americans and Britons spell words differentlyDictionary.com, Esquivalence originally published: October 03, 2020 2020
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